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Properties of membranes lllade of mnphiphilic 1nolecules are of current inter-
ests in connection with statistieal 1nechanies of fluctuating surfaces, biophysics
of nlel1lbranes and also high-energy physics [1]. Such 1nenlbranes are typically
realized in 1nicroenlulsion syste1n being h01nogeneous 1nixtures of oil, water and
surfactants. Since the surface tension of the 1ne1ubranes is zero or practically
zero, the systel1l can contain large internal interfacial areas separating oil and
water. Instead of the surface tension, the defonnation of the surface is governed
mainly by the elastic bending energy [2]. Since the associated bending rigidity is
known to be the order of kBT, 1ne1nbranes fluctuate clue to thennal excitations
and hence one should consider this problenl froln the point of vievv of statistical
lliechanics.
We have calculated the oscillation frequencies and the relaxation titnes of a
spherically closed fluid ll1enlbrane [3] whose equilibriulll shape is cletenninecl by
the l1linimization of the following shape energy;
H = ~Kf dA(cl + C2 - CO)2 + Ef dA + 6.P JdV. (1 )
In the above, dA and dV are surface and volUllle elenlents, respectively, ~ the
bending rigidity, Cl and C2 are two principal curvatures, Co the spontaneous curva-
ture, 'E the surface tension and ~p the (osl1lotic) pressure difference ~p = P - pI
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Ineasured between outside and inside. (Here and below we use the prillle ill order
to distinguish the quantities of the inside fluid froI11 the corresponding qua.ntit.ies
of the outside fluid.)
We construct the boundary condition that Blust be satisfied at the interface
between two viscous fluids in Illation. In the presence of both surfaee tension
and bending rigidity, the equality of the forces on the surface of each fluid can be
written as
(P - P')na
where na are components of the nonnal vector, O"aj3 the viscous stress tensor,
\lIB the Laplace-Beltranli operator on the surface, C and k are lllean curvature
and Gaussian curvature, respectively. We aSSUIlle that the fluctuating deviations
from the spherical shape can be represented by
T == 1'0 + l(O, <p, t). (3)
Expanding l (0, <p, t) in tenus of. the spherical harnlonics l'~nnl ( 0, <p), we obtain the
sequence of the relaxation tiIne as [3]
1
Tnrn
1 (n - 1)'11,('11, + l)(n + 2)(211. + l)(E + 1)
77r3 [(2n2 + 411, + 3)E + 211.(71, + 2)][2(11,2 - l)E + 2'11,2 + 1]
x [1:>r3 + '" {n(n + 1) - 2coro + ~c5r5}] , (4)
where 77 is the fluid viscosity outsicle of the vesicle and E =77'/1].
We further investigate the influence of thennal shape fluctuations 011 the (:onl-
plex shear viscosity of nlicroellluisions which is expected to exhibit a relaxation
process. This relaxation thne can he possibly attributed to the relaxation of stress
in the surface of droplets governed by the bending rigidity. As for the viscoelas-
tic model, we investigate the case where the emulsion system is Newtonian at
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infinitely long time seale and still viscous at infinitely short timE' seale. In other
words, we shall employ the so taIled Maxwell model where the complex shear
viscosity r( is given by
* ~ Gnm7nm
r/ = 1]00 + L....J . .
n,m 1 + ZW7nm
(5)
In the above, 1]00 is the viseosity for W -lo 00, t nm the relaxation time and Gnm
the relaxation strength. The complex shear viscosity of microemulsioll system is
calculated by assuming that (1) emulsion droplets are monodisperse; (2) the vol"-
ume fraction ¢ is small enough so that the linear viscoelasticity can be considered
to be the sum of the single droplet effects.
Here we consider a pure straining motion which has in polar eoordinates the





and Ckm = (k 2 mOl k 2 17, Tn) are Clebsch-Gordan coefficients.
(7)
Here we consider the case of vanishing surface tension and spontaneous cur-
vature, i.e., ~ = 0 and Co = 0 but K =f:. O. In the figure, real and imaginary part
of the rescaled relative viscosity
1/ =1]* - 1]00 [¢( 1]' - 1])] 2 5 ,
'7] 1]00 - 7] ¢ (8)
are plotted for kBTI f~ = 0 and 10, respectively. For simplicity we took E = 1
and other parameters are 1'0 = 100Aand 1] = 1.0 x 10-3Pas.
The relaxation proeess of the complex viscosity has been observed in the ex-
periment by Mellema, BlOIn and Beekwilder [4] who although attributed it to
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the stress relaxation due to the surface tension. However in the systenl of the
microemulsion or fluid Inelubranes, the surface tension of these 1110Inhralles is
practically zero. FroIn this point of view, we can not agree with their interpre-
tation and consider that the observed relaxation should be explained froI11 the
point of view of the bending rigidity.
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